The Great Africa Re-set
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Official Programme

DAY 01
THURSDAY, MARCH 1
12:00 – 17:00 Check-in and registration
Hotel Reception and Conference Centre
On arrival, check-in at Spier Hotel Reception and make your way to the Conference Centre to register. A light lunch will be
served in the registration area throughout the afternoon.
14:00 - 17:00 Means, Meaning and Mattering: The Journey of your Venture – A Deep Dive Dialogue sponsored by the
McNulty Foundation (Optional)
Conference Centre
Join us if you have signed up for the Deep Dive Dialogue before the formal start of the Africa Impact Forum.
Whether you’re still at the stage of designing your venture, exploring how to scale its impact, or putting plans in place to keep
your venture buoyant as you yourself move on, this session will look at powerful and valuable questions Fellows are asking
themselves in leading their ventures. Topics we will touch upon include:
• Keeping alive the sense of personal motivation that sustains you in the face of setbacks and disappointments
• Leveraging your business or organisational platform
• Building strong relationships and trust in the communities in which you work
• Creating large-scale, sustainable change
• Transitioning your role
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Using the documented impact of the McNulty Prize Laureates over the past ten years, this session will explore lessons
in leadership at every stage of your venture. The laureates who’ll be joining us at the Deep Dive Dialogue include Réjane
Woodroffe, Andrew Zaloumis, Bruce Robertson, Nicola Galombik and Ann Lamont. We will also look at the case study
of Patrick Awuah.
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Réjane Woodroffe, founder of
Bulungula Incubator, a wholesociety social justice intervention in
a pristine, severely neglected area of
South Africa’s Eastern Cape.

Andrew Zaloumis, who was
instrumental in founding the
iSimangaliso Wetland Park,
now a Unesco World Heritage Site,
which pioneered a new paradigm of
conservation that puts communities
at the centre.

Bruce Robertson, who founded and
runs TRAIL, working to rebuild the
regional economy and the livelihoods
of smallholder farmers in Northern
Uganda following the devastation left
by the Lord’s Resistance Army.

Nicola Galombik, founder of
Harambee, which has changed
the conversation about how jobseekers are assessed for potential, or
considered for jobs.

Ann Lamont, who founded the
Leadership & Innovation Network
for Collaboration in the Children’s
Sector (Linc), to facilitate leadership,
interaction and delivery of services in
the children’s sector.

Patrick Awuah, who in founding
Ashesi University in Ghana
launched a dream of growing a new
kind of ethical leadership to positively
change the narrative of Africa.

The Deep Dive Dialogue is sponsored by the McNulty Foundation, whose mission is to
inspire, develop and drive leaders to solve the most critical challenges of our time.
Learn more at mcnultyfound.org.

Bulungula Incubator

iSimangaliso Wetland Park
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TRAIL

EVENING PROGRAMME
17:30 – 19:30 Welcome Reception
Old Wine Cellar
Gather for the Welcome Reception at the Old Wine Cellar, just outside the conference area, to enjoy a performance by the
Indoni Dancers and a curated art exhibition by the Spier Arts Trust. Cocktails and finger foods will be served.
About the Indoni Dancers
The Indoni Dance, Arts & Leadership Academy provides a space of excellence in dance and integrated arts for talented
school leavers who are without the financial means to go to mainstream higher learning institutions. It offers a three-year
professional training programme for dance and integrated arts, promoting the arts as a channel for economic, personal
and professional development.
About Spier Arts Trust
Spier Arts Trust develops visual arts projects that make a significant contribution to the cultural environment. It works with
patron partners on the basis of shared value, building contemporary art collections that enable an ecosystem of career
development for professional fine artists. It also has a development component, including an employment-based training
programme, with employment opportunities for top graduates.
19:30 – 20:30 Opening Panel Discussion and Key Note Speaker, Dr Carlos Lopes
Auditorium
The Founder’s Panel Discussion will focus on the Founders’ vision for leadership on the continent and how they hope ALI can
contribute to this vision, while sharing reflections on the changes in Africa since the founding of ALI in 2001.
Founders: Isaac Shongwe, Ali Mufuruki, Romeu Rodrigues, Ken Ofori-Atta and Peter Reiling.
20:30 – 22:00 Dinner with Round Table Discussions
Auditorium
Enjoy dinner with your colleagues and reflect on the Key Note and opening panel discussions.

About Dr Carlos Lopes
Dr Carlos Lopes is a renowned development economist,
esteemed author, educator and civil servant, originally
from a small village in Guinea-Bissau. He served as the
eighth Executive Secretary of the United Nations Economic
Commission for Africa from September 2012 to October
2016. His career boasts an exceptional scope of work in
development around Africa: he is the author and editor of over
22 books, and he has held academic posts in Cape Town,
Oxford, Lisbon, Coimbra, Zurich, Uppsala, São Paulo and Rio
de Janeiro. He serves on the editorial boards of the academic
journals, Géopolitique Africaine, African Sociological Review
and African Identities, and is currently a visiting fellow at the
Oxford Martin School, University of Oxford, and a visiting
professor at the University of Cape Town in the Graduate
School of Development Policy and Practice (GSDPP).
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DAY 02
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FRIDAY, MARCH 2
MORNING PROGRAMME
07:00 – 09:00
Optional Guided Walk: The Heritage walk
Meet at Spier Hotel Reception (please download app: voicemap, bring comfortable shoes, a hat and sunscreen)
The walk combines a beautiful meander through nature with some interesting insights into the venue’s heritage. It will take
you past some of the historic buildings such as the 1822 Manor House, and South Africa’s oldest dated wine cellar. You will
also experience Spier’s social and natural initiatives, such as the wastewater treatment plant that combines nature, art and
technology, creating a space of cleansing and healing. The walk is circular and runs through Spier’s Protea garden as well as
the avenue of indigenous coral trees. It will take approximately 1 hour although Fellows have the choice to end it at any time.
Hotel Breakfast and Breakfast Dialogues
Spier Hotel
Participants are welcome to propose topics for the Breakfast Dialogues the night before.
09:00 – 10:30 Seminar Dialogue 1 of 3: Re-Engaging
Breakaway rooms
Readings
Judy Brown Trough
Bill Shore Letter from the Cathedral of Milan
Seminars feature moderated, text-based dialogue designed to prompt participants to reflect on their responsibilities as leaders
and on the urgency for action.

10:30 – 11:00 Break
11:00 – 12:30 Mapping the Future of ALI (Part 1)
Auditorium
Understanding the ALI influence and potential in the context of the Africa agenda.
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AFTERNOON PROGRAMME
12:30 – 14:00 Buffet Lunch
Auditorium
Lunch will be served buffet style and will be accompanied by a Fellowship discussion on the future of the Africa Leadership
Initiative.
14:00 – 15:30 Topical Dialogues – Rotation 1 of 2
Breakaway rooms
Topical Dialogues are moderated discussions kicked off by 3 – 4 lead discussants in place of readings. Based on the sign ups,
we have consolidated the four topics below:

INCLUSIVE ECONOMIC GROWTH
New Inclusive Economic Paradigms
Given the failures of previous economic thought paradigms, Africa needs to adopt new ways of thinking. These ways
of thinking need to centre Africa and create growth that is meaningful and beneficial for all. To create new and inclusive
economic paradigms we need to ask: what works for Africa? Who is vulnerable in Africa and how do we create growth
that best benefits them? What duties do we have when creating economic growth? What do we regard as African
success stories and what can we learn from them? What experimentation is happening in the rest of the world? And
what can we learn from it?

GOVERNANCE AND LEADING ETHICALLY
8

Leading with Agency
African citizens across the continent are increasingly frustrated with leaders who operate without integrity. Citizenry
needs to hold leaders to account in establishing a new political culture of ethical leadership. This topic looks at how we
can empower citizen agency in ways that create meaningful, ethical and sustainable change.

TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION
Leadership in a Digital Age
Technology is rapidly changing the workplace. Robotics, artificial intelligence and virtual reality are not only impacting
productivity, but also raising questions about what it means to be human and how we connect with one another. Within
this changing social climate, we need our leaders to be able to adapt. What skills do we need to lead ourselves into the
future, and how do we best enable Africans to embody these skills?

EDUCATION
Educating for Employment
One of the biggest problems facing employers is that people coming into the working world don’t have the skills needed
to be effective. The education system is simply not teaching relevant skills. To rectify this, we need to ask how the
education system is currently constructed and what shortcomings are present in it. Further discussions need to be had
around the skills required by employers and how we can best nurture them. Equally, what role should employers play,
as opposed to being passive recipients at the end of an education pipeline?
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15:30 – 16:00 Break
16:00 – 17:30 Impact Peer Review
Breakaway rooms
If you could use some insights into maximising your impact in building the good society, either through leveraging your venture;
through your work; your position in society and/or through your thought leadership, this session is critical: it utilises the Young
President’s Organisational model of consulting to support Fellows in aligning to their purpose and maximising impact.

Sibongile Khumalo: ALI Class IV: Kalipha Fellow.

EVENING PROGRAMME
19:00 – 21:00 Dinner and Guest Speaker Dr Moyo and special performance by Sibongile Khumalo
Secret location under the trees
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About Sibongile Khumalo
Sibongile Khumalo belongs to South Africa’s First Family of music. Her grandfather, David Zwelakhe Mngoma, was a concertina
virtuoso in the maskandi tradition; her father, Prof Khabi Mngoma, a leading activist and academic in service of music. Her son,
Tshepo Mngoma, is a violinist and music director; and her niece, Sibongile Mngoma, an opera singer. Sibongile Khumalo’s
imprint on music is unique, fluidly combining Western classical, jazz and African classical and traditional music. “A performer
is a storyteller, a messenger,” she says. Sibongile Khumalo is an ALI Class IV: Kalipha Fellow.

About Dr Nkosana Moyo
Dr Nkosana Moyo has a career that spans continents; he has
worked in senior positions in Africa, Europe and the USA. He is
the founder and Executive Chair of the Mandela Institute for
Development Studies. He served as the CEO and Vice President
of the African Development Bank (2009 - 2011). He currently
serves as the Chairman of the Commercial Bank of Rwanda and
the DFCU Bank Group in Uganda. He has previously served as
the Chairman of the Development Finance Company of Uganda
(2009) and Chairman of the Actis Africa Advisory Board (2004 2009). He has served as the Director of South African Airways and
the Development Finance Company of Uganda (2004 - 2009). He
has also served as the Non-Executive Director for Diamond Bank
Plc (2007 - 2009); Kumba Iron Ore Ltd. (2010) and the UAC of
Nigeria Plc (2010). Dr Moyo holds a PhD in Physics from Imperial
College and an MBA from Cranfield School of Management. He is a
registered pilot holding a glider and a private pilot’s license.
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SATURDAY, MARCH 3

MORNING PROGRAMME
07:00 – 09:00
Optional Guided Walk: The River Walk
Meet at Spier Hotel Reception - (please download app: voicemap, bring comfortable shoes, a hat and sunscreen)
This walk along the south bank of the Eerste River gives you an opportunity to observe the large variety of Proteas growing
on the grounds. Well-known landscape architect Patrick Watson and horticulturalist Wilton Sikhosana helped establish this
beautiful walk.
Hotel Breakfast and Breakfast Dialogues
Spier Hotel
Participants are welcome to propose topics for the Breakfast Dialogues the night before.
09:00 – 10:30 Seminar Dialogues 2 of 3: Finding Footing
Breakaway Rooms
Readings
African Union 2063 The Africa we want
Ben Taub Lake Chad: The world’s most complex humanitarian disaster
Wangari Maathai The Challenge for Africa - Remaking the Three Legged Stool
Seminars feature moderated, text-based dialogue designed to prompt participants to reflect on their responsibilities as
leaders and on the urgency for action.
10:30 – 11:00 Break
11:00 – 12:30 Mapping Influence (Part 2):
Auditorium
Exploring circles of influence and engaging with each other around particular issues to expand impact.
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AFTERNOON PROGRAMME
12:30 – 14:00 Lunch at Eight with an introduction by Farmer Angus
Eight Restaurant
Gather for lunch at this farm-to-table restaurant to enjoy Farmer Angus’ talk on eating our way into a happier and more
equitable world, while enjoying his produce and relaxing under the shade of the giant oaks.
14:00 – 15:30 Topical Dialogues – Rotation 2 of 2
Breakaway Rooms
Topical Dialogues are moderated discussions kicked-off by 3 – 4 lead discussants in place of readings. Based on sign ups,
we have consolidated the four topics below:

INCLUSIVE ECONOMIC GROWTH
Business Leadership – A New Social Contract
The expectations of business leaders changed at the turn of the 20th century. No longer is it sufficient to put profit above
all other considerations. Society’s expectations have shifted, placing obligation on business leaders to lead ethically,
care about communities and empower as opposed to exploit. When business leaders fail to fulfil these obligations, we
see an increase in backlash from the public. We need to stress a cultural shift in business that is purpose based.

GOVERNANCE AND LEADING ETHICALLY
12

The Future of Democracy – New African Models. Is a Particular Blend of Democracy
Outmoded?
As we emerge into new political spaces, we need to question previous models and institutions. Democracy has long
been a part of the African liberation story; but has it succeeded? The wide-scale challenges in implementing democracy,
not only by African states, leads us to conclude that something is going wrong. We need to interrogate the past model
of democracy and find the core failings within it. Only then will we be able to design innovative systems to lead Africa
into the future.

TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION
Exponential Innovation – Where Can Africa Leapfrog?
What opportunities exist for Africa where it is not encumbered with legacy systems and can leapfrog into the 4th
Industrial Revolution? Telecommunication, energy, banking, edutech, healthtech. How do we foster innovation? What
leverage points exist and how can we use them? In this panel discussion we will attempt to identify these leverage
points, detailing the unique advantages Africa has and how they can be used to make Africa a global digital leader.

EDUCATION
Uplifting the Quality of Education
Education is the ultimate tool for empowerment and progression. As we progress into new territory, we need an education
system that is well equipped to deal with the modern context. We need to drastically improve the failing education
systems so that we can provide the youth with the tools they need to excel and allow Africa to globally compete. Where
are the examples of innovative ways forward on education and whole systems education transformation?
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15:30 – 16:00 Break
16:00 – 17:30 Ventures Peer Reviews
Breakaway rooms
If you could use some insights into maximising your impact in building the good society, either through leveraging your venture;
through your work; your position in society and/or through your thought leadership, this session is critical: it utilises the Young
President’s Organisational model of consulting to support Fellows in aligning to their purpose and maximising impact.
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EVENING PROGRAMME
19:00 – 21:00 Dinner and Closing Celebrations
Old Wine Cellar
As part of our closing celebrations at the Old Wine Cellar, artist Lizette Chirrime of Mozambique will perform one of her pieces.
Her work speaks to the overarching and cross-cultural theme of the struggle for the voice of women to be heard and the pain
of oppression in our exploitative world. She performs her piece with hope that it will bring healing to the world. Vinyl aficianado
Scello will ease the mood into the night with his carefully selected collection of contemporary jazz, Afro-funk, neo-soul, house
and more.
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SUNDAY, MARCH 4
MORNING PROGRAMME
07:00 – 09:00
Optional visit to Farmer Angus’ regenerative farm
Please sign up for this during registration on 1 March 2018.

Hotel Breakfast and Breakfast Dialogues
Spier Hotel
Participants are welcome to propose topics for the Breakfast Dialogues the night before.

09:00 – 10:30 Seminar Dialogues 3 of 3: Call to Action
Breakout Rooms
Readings
Macolm Gladwell Small Change: Why the revolution cannot be Tweeted
Theodore Roosevelt Citizenship in a Republic
Seminars feature moderated, text-based dialogue designed to prompt participants to reflect on their responsibilities as leaders
and on the urgency for action.
10:30 – 11:00 Break
11:00 – 12:30 The Final Way Forward
Auditorium
Based on the conversations during the forum, the ALI Founders Panel will discuss the future of the ALI Fellowship which will
then be workshopped by Fellows.

AFTERNOON PROGRAMME
12:30 – 14:00 Lunch and closing ceremony
Auditorium
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About the McNulty Foundation
The McNulty Foundation is a key sponsor of the Inaugural Africa Impact Forum.
Founded in 1985, the McNulty Foundation dedicates itself to inspiring, developing and driving the world’s leaders to
solve the critical challenges of our time. The Foundation believes that opportunity is a human right, and that barriers
to opportunity—poor education, poor basic services, poor access to markets—represent an unacceptable loss of
potential. All people want to live meaningful lives, build better ones for our children, and take ownership of our futures
and communities. The Foundation believes that those who have benefited from opportunity have an obligation to use
their talents to expand opportunity for others, and unlock their potential.
Based in New York, the Foundation partners with leading academic institutions and organisations who bring together
the best minds at the intersection of private, public and civil society, including the Aspen Institute and Aspen Global
Leadership Network.
About the John P. McNulty Prize
The McNulty Prize was established by Anne Welsh McNulty in honour of her late husband, John. It elevates highimpact leadership, recognising the boldness and impact of Aspen Global Leadership Network Fellows who are using
their expertise and entrepreneurial talents to address the world’s toughest challenges.
Winners receive $100,000 to further their ventures and are selected by a jury that includes Madeleine Albright,
Brizio Biondi-Morra, Olara Otunnu and Darren Walker. Previous juries have included Mary Robinson, Bill Gates, Sr.
and Sir Richard Branson. Laureates receive $25,000 each, and all join a lifelong community with benefits including
broad visibility and exposure, storytelling and communications support and opportunities for further networking and
convening.
Learn more at mcnultyfound.org

